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MicrowaveCW and Pulse Frequency
Measurements
to 40 GHz
A new harmonicheterodynefrequencyconverterplug-in
adds automatic40-GHz frequencymeasurementsto the
universalcaoabilitiesof HP's too counter.
by Richard F. Schneider,Ronald E. Felsenstein,and
Robert W. Offermann
'

O BE USEFUL in the widest possible range of applications, a microwave counter should be capable of
measuring the carrier frequencies of pulsed or CW
signals, and for pulsed signals, should also provide for
time interval or frequency measurement of the pulse moduIation.The designshould be optimized with wide IF bandwidths for nanow pulses and wide FM deviations, and
should have high sensitivity. Cost-effective frequency
range selection and automatic operation are essential.
A new system that operates as a plug-in to the HP 5345A
500-MHz Universal Counterl is designed to meet these requirements over a carrier frequency range of 0.4 to 40 GHz.
The system, which consists of the 5355A Automatic Frequency Converter and the 5356A/B/C Frequency Converter
Heads, is shown in Fig. 1. It provides an effective alternative
to the complex specially assembled systems that formerly
were the only way to measure up to 40 GHz.
The 5356'\/8/C Frequency Converter Heads eliminate the

need for microwave transmission Iines to connect the measured source to the counter. Coaxial cables, while convenient, cannot always be used, since two-metre coaxial lines
typically have about t0 dB loss at 1B GHz and get worse at
higher frequencies. To circumvent this, hybrid microwave
circuits in the heads down-convert incoming frequencies to
intermediate frequencies (IF) that are easily transmitted
over a 1.7-metre miniature coaxial cable to the 5355A Automatic Frequency Converter Plug-in. This eliminates the
transmission Iine loss and effectively improves system sensitivity by that amount. Heads with various coaxial or
waveguide connectors can be selected to meet the measurement requirement (see article, page 14).
Microprocessor control in the plug-in makes operation
automatic in either pulse or CW mode. The new system uses
the single-sampler harmonic heterodyne technique.2 The
microprocessor computes the input frequency according to
the desired resolution set on the 5345A Counter front panel
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Fig. 1. Model 5355A Automatic
Frequency Converterplug-tn for
Model 5345A Counter measures
the frequenctesof CW or pulsed
signals up to 40 GHz. Downconversionof the input frequency
takesplace tn theinterchangeable
5356AlBlC Frequency Converter
Heads, eliminatingthe need for
highJrequencytransmtsston
ltnes
between the source and the
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and displays the frequency on the counter's eleven-digit
display.
The 5355A plug-in has a simplified keyboard that allows
the user to select automatic or manual CW or pulse operation, to specify frequency offsets or multiplication of the
measured frequency by a constant, to display frequency
deviation, and to select the prescaler built into the plug-in.
The prescaler divides the input frequency by eight. It is
used to measure frequencies from 0.4 to 1.6 GHz; no frequency converter head is needed in this range. The prescaler has its own fused front-panel connector.
Pulse repetition frequency measurements and time interval measurements such as pulse width, pulse repetition
interval, pulse repetition period, and pulse-to-pulse spacing are made by the reciprocal-taking 5345A Counter, using
the detected IF from the 53554 Converter plug-in. The
counter mainframe also measures frequencies from 50 pHz
to 500 MHz. The counter has a maximum time interval
resolution of two nanoseconds for single-shot intervals and
two picoseconds for time interval average measurements.
The complete microwave counter system consisting of
the 5345A Counter with the 5355A Frequency Converter
and the 5356A/B/C Heads measures any frequency from b0
p.Hz to 4O GHz. Its sensitivity with the 5356,\/8 Heads is
- 2 0 d B m f r o m 1 . 5 t o 1 . 2 . 4G H z a n d - 1 5 d B m f r o m 1 2 . 4 t o
26.5 GHz. With the 5356C Head, sensitivity is 5 dB better up
to 26.5 GHz and decreasesto -10 dBm at 4OGHz. Prescaler
sensitivity is -15 dBm from 400 MHz to 1.6 GHz.
In the automatic mode, the system measures the frequencies of RF pulses from L00 ns to 20 ms wide at pulse repetition frequencies of 50 Hzto 2 MHz. In manual mode, pulses
as narow as 60 ns can be measured, and external gates as
narrow as 20 ns may be applied to the counter for applications such as measuring the frequency profiie within a pulse.
For pulsed RF-signals, the FM tolerance is 50 MHz peakto-peak for a 100-ns pulse in the automatic mode, and B0
MHz p-p for a 60-ns pulse in the manual mode. Automatic
calibration of the 534SA mainframe assures accuracy to 3
kHz in pulsed carrier frequency measurements. Resolution
is selectableto as fine as 100 Hzbyfrequencyaveraging, For
example, a 26.5-GHz pulse radar with a 1-ps wide pulse
could be measured with a 1O-msgate time to a resolution of
10.3 kHz and an accuracy of+g kHz or about 2 parts in 106
(assuming no time-base errorl.
For CW (continuous) signals, the maximr,rm resolution is
O.1 Hz up to 10 GHz and 1 Hz from 10 to 40 GHz. The FM
tolerance is 15 MHz p-p in the normal mode and 60 MHz p-p
in the special FM mode.
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HarmonicHeterodyneSystem
The harmonic heterodyne technique has been described
in previous articles.2 Basically, a microwave sampler is
driven at programmed synthesized frequencies, as shown
in Fig. 2, until a signal occurs in the passband of the IF
amplifier, indicating that some harmonic of the sampling
frequency is mixing with the incoming microwave signal to
produce a countable IF. The microprocessor then executes
an algorithm to identify the harmonic number N and the
sign of the IF (sum or difference), and solves for the input
frequency, according to the equation:
f* : \f,

+ lP

(1)

where f* is the input frequency, N is the harmonic number,
and f" is the programmed synthesized frequency.
The harmonic number is determined by changing the
synthesized frequency slightly and measuring the change
in the IF frequency.
N-

ftPt-f'o'
fr - fs

t2)

where f1p1: IF when f. : fr
fp3 : IF when f, : f3
The sign of the IF in equation 1 is determined by whether
f1p3is larger or smaller than fp1.
Pulse Mode
The basic design parameters of the system were derived
from the pulse requirements and the mainframe counter's
capabilities. Linear programming3 was used to optimize the
system. Seven equations in five variables were solved subject to various boundary conditions, including the
minimum input frequency, the IF bandwidth, the IF guard
band, the maximum harmonic number, and the minimum
synthesizer frequency. The linear programming equations
were entered into the computer and families of solutions
were obtained for the five variables. Tradeoffs were then
made to minimize the tuning range of the synthesizer oscillator and optimize the IF bandwidth. Finally, a separate
computer program was derived to determine the minimum
number of frequencies required to obtain complete frequency coverage.The result is a set of frequency tables, one
for each frequency converter head. For example, with the
1B-GHzModel 5356A head, only 13 synthesizer frequencies
are required.

In the searchroutine the synthesizeris steppedinsteadof
swept. The synthesizer frequency tables are stored in a
ROM, and the synthesizeris steppedto the next frequency
in the table after waiting the longest specified pulse repetition interval of 20 ms. This is repeateduntil a signal appears
in the IF passbandof 157 to 330 MHz. Next the synthesizer
frequency is digitally incremented 4 MHz and the IF
IF falls
passbandis tested.If the incremented-synthesizer
outside the passband,the search routine proceedsto the
next frequency in the table. If the IFs for both synthesizer
settingsare within the passband,the calculationof N and

the sign of the lF can proceed.
After the initial acquisition in the IF passbandof t57 to
330 MHz, the IF can shift into the IF guard band without
affecting the measurement.The guard band extendsdown
to 78 MHz and up to 375 MHz, as shown in Fig. 3. If the
IF moves out of the guard band, the 5355A reacquires
the input and discards the results of any measurement
in progress.
Automatic gain control of the IF amplifier in the pulse
mode minimizes the required input signal on/off ratio and
maintains the sienal-to-noiseratio. An IF detectorand a

A 400-to-1600-MHz+B Prescaler
by HansJ. Jekat
Behindthe 0.4-to-1.6-GHz
inouton the front oanelof the 53554
AutomaticFrequencyConverteris a prescalerthat dividesthe lnput
frequencyby eightto bringit withinthe rangeof the 5345ACounter
mainframe.The prescaleroperatesin both the CW and pulsedRF
m o d e s .A n a r m i n gc i r c u i ts e n s e sm a r g i n a ls i g n a l st o k e e p t h e
The prescalerinputis protectedby a fuse
counterf rommiscounting.
that is accessiblefrom the frontpanel.
Thelateststate-of-the-art
Fig 1 is a blockdiagramof the prescaler.
t e c h n o l o g yh a s b e e n a p p l i e d i n t h e d e s i g n o f t h e a t t e n u a t o r ,
amplifier,and binarycircuits.

AGC Attenuetor
The attenuatorand the AGC (automaticgain control)circuit(see
Fig 1)are used in both CW and pulsed RF modes AGC is very
importantin the pulsedRF mode,since unwantedsignalduringthe
off conditionof the pulsesignalcould cause the pulse detectorto
the AGC is set to a levelwherethe
delayits gate closrng.Therefore,
RF pulse can be counted,and the off portiono{ lhe pulse is then

am

Fig,2. Attenuator(1.),amplifier,and binary (r.) are housedin
TO-12packages.
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Fig. 1. Block dtagramof the 4001600 MHz +B prescaler in the
5355A Automatic Frequency
Converter.
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compressedto a pointbelowthe inputsensitivity,
therebypreventing
noise countingand gate jitter.The attenualorcontainsfour PIN
diodesconnectedin a zr configuration.
Thereare two PINdiodesrn
the transmission
linecomparedto theone thatis commonlyusedin a
'. attenuator.
Theadvantageis thatthe off capacitanceis onlyhalfas
greatand therefore,
the attenuatron
in the off conditionis higher.The
tradeoffis a slightlyhigherinputVSWR.To get good high-frequency
attenuation,
the bypass capacitorsare parallel-plated
capacitors
with an extremelylow profileof 0.13 mm. Parallelresonancesand
inductivereactances
are notdiscernible.
Theattenuator
is oackaoed
in a TO-12{our-leadpackage(see Fig. 2).
2-te1 600-MHzAmplilier
The amplifierused in the prescaleris constructedon a sapphire
substratemeasuring2.5 by 6.4 mm. Only two transistorsand one
chip capacitorhaveto be mountedon the sapphiresubstrate.The
restof the circuitryconsistsof thin-filmresistorsand thin-filminductors.The low partscountin the amplifieryieldsa veryhigh reliability.
Theamplifier has + 1 dB flatnessand 24 dB gain,and is housedin a
TO-12 package(Fig 2), which uses iittlespace on the prescaler
printedcircuitboard.

Fig. 3. 7.6-GHzbinary (+2 ctrcuit) consists o/ [yy6 51955coupled current-modeflip-flopsin
a master-slave config uration.
words, we are trading off low-frequencytoggle speed for highfrequencytoggle speed.
By controllingthe clock inputbias,the binarycan be pushedinto
self-oscillation
around1200MHz At thispoint,the binaryis in itsmost
sensjtiveregionoverthe entirebandwidth.The binarystopsoscillating and beginsdividingwhen an RF pulseappearsat the prescaler
input.In CW mode, the 1.6-GHzbinaryis biasedto a point of no
self-oscillatjon.
This sacrificessome sensitivity
but assuresthat the
counterwillnot respondto noise.In pulsedRFmode,the binarycan
be biasedin the moresensitive
oscillating
modesincethegatesignal
dictateswhich signalis counted.
The binaryis packagedin a four-leadTO-12package(seeFig 2)
and the castingof the prescaleracts as a heat sink for it.

Hans J. Jekat
HansJekatis an electricalengineering
graduateof the Technische
Hochschule
in Munich.Hemovedto the
U . SA . i n 1 9 5 8 ,a n d s i n c e1 9 6 4h a s
beenwithHP'sSantaClaraDivision.
He
servedas projectleaderfor the 5300
1.6-GHzBinary
MeasLrrrng
Systemand designedthe
T h e 1 . 6 - G H zb i n a r y( + 2 c i r c u i t )i s a m o n o l i t h i hc i g h - f r e q u e n c y
53004 maintrame,the 53054/8 Countd i v i d e rc i r c u r (t s e e F g 3 ) . T w o c u r r e n t - m o dfel r p - f r o pasr e c r o s s ers, severalof the MOS/LSlcircuits
coupled in a master-slave
c o n f i g u r a t i o nS. e c o n d - l e v ecl u r r e n t
used in the 5300 systemand otherinswitchescontrolupdatingand latchingof the flip-llopsTwo input
struments,and the prescalerand lF
bias linesto the masterflip-flopsecond-level
currentswitchcontrol
amplifierforthe5355AFrequency
Conself-oscillatron
and bandwidthby prebiasingthe data transistors.
verter.Hiscounterworkhas resultedin
Thismakesthemswitchfaster,sincethey do not haveto waitfor the
severalpatents.Hans rs married,has
total output swing of the slave flip-flop.This techniquerequrresa
two sons,and ives in RedwoodCity,
largervoltageswing for lower frequencies,and since the voltage
For manyyearsa trainero{ show horses,he alsoenjoys
Californra.
swing is limited,the low-frequency
responseis degraded.In other
s o c c e ra n d s k i i n q .
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Pulse

Fig.3. 53554lF passbandextendsfrom 157.5to 330MHz
carrierfrequency.Theguard band
for the down-converted
allowsfor worst-caseFMon the earrierof 45 MHzpeak. The
is B0 MHzpeak-to-peakfor pulsedsignals.
specification
gategeneratorprovide the 5345,\ Counterwith an external
gate signal about 30 ns shorter than the pulse burst and
centeredon the burst to eliminate measurementof the rise
and fall frequency transients.
Calibration
The main gate circuits in the 53454 Counter have an
asymmetry that causesa small difference between the time
it takes for the gate to open and the time it takes for the gate
to close.This difference,typically about 300 picoseconds,
becomessignificant when the gate is opened and closed
many times for a single measurementon narrow pulses.The
enor is proportional to the intermediate frequency and inversely proportional to the input pulse width.
To minimize the effect of this error, an automatic calibration routine in the 5355A is used whenever pulse bursts
narrowerthan 100 ps aremeasured.The calibrationroutine
uses the synthesizer signal for a reference frequency by
switching this signal into the IF after dividing by four.
Using the gatederived from the input signal, this reference
signal is measured,and the ratio of the actual synthesizer
frequency to that measured is computed and used as a
calibration factor. To improve the accuracy of the calibration factor, it is averagedfor the first ten measurementsafter
the signal is acquired. The letter c is displayed in the leftmost position of the 5345A display during these ten measurementsto indicate that calibration is taking place.
A changein the input pulse width of more than 12%, or
loss and reacquisitionof the input, will causea new calibration cycle to take place. A special operating mode disables
the calibration schemefor relative frequency measurements
where absoluteaccuracyis not required.
Pulse Algorithm
The flow diagram shown in Fig. 4 outlines the search,
acquisition, calibration, computation, and measurement
cycles of the pulse algorithm. The harmonic number determination is made with a 100-g.sminimum gate time. A
normal pulsed frequency measurementis made of f1p1and
f1p. for synthesizer frequencies f1 and f3, respectively'
The harmonic number N is then computed as follows:

ttT;JT'
* :

x calibrationFactor

Oefinltionof Symbols:SeeFig.6, Page9
Fig. 4. Search, acquisition, calibration,camputation' and
measurement algorithm for pulse measurements.
.lOURttlL 7
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Fig. 5. /n CW mode, a pseudorandom sequence generator
modulates the VCO frequency. A
and B counters measurethe two
VCO frequenciesand the corresponding intermediate frequencies. fhis information makes it
posslb/e to identify which harmonic of the VCOis mixing with the
input to produce the lF. Thelength
of the pseudorandom sequence
determinesthe allowable FM in the
CW mode.

A Channel

External Gate

N is continually measured during an automatic measurement.
For a 100-ps gate time, the time required for a pulse
frequency measurement is 2x100 prs divided by the duty
factor of the pulse signal. Since the duty factor is the gate
width multiplied by the pulse repetition frequency, a 1-ps
with a 1-kHz repetition rate requires 200 ms to
H:*#|rc
CW Mode
Harmonic number determination in the CW mode uses a
pseudorandom sequence technique described previouslya
to improve tolerance to FM. The counter's FM tolerance of
15 MHz p-p is related to the length of the sequence,which is
normally set for 22 ms. A special mode lengthens the sequence to 360 ms for 60 MHz p-p FM tolerance.
The pseudorandom sequence is applied to the frequency
synthesizer at the VCO (voltage-controlled oscillator) input, as shown in Fig. 5, at a rate outside the phase-lockedloop bandwidth. The loop remains locked, but the
pseudorandom sequence modulates the VCO frequency
about 4 MHz peak-to-peak. The harmonic number and the
sign of the IF are determined by switching the counter
between the A and B channel inputs synchronously with
the 4 MHz modulation step. The pseudorandom sequenceis
activated twice, once to measure the synthesizer frequency
change and once to measure the corresponding IF change.
In each case the frequency change is the difference between
the A and B counts. To determine N the IF change is divided
by the synthesizer change and the result is rounded to the
nearest integer (seenext section). With this technique, only
one synthesizer is needed (many systems switch between
two synthesizers to determine N). The CW frequency resolution, a measure of the synthesizer noise spectral density,
is typically less than -rZ Hz at 18 GHz with a one-second
gate time.
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Automatic amplitude discrimination is provided in the
CW mode by using a limiting IF amplifier and providing an
IF bandwidth that is greater than half the sampling rate.
This tends to make the average zero-crossing rate equal to
the frequency of the highest-level signal present. The
counter will measure this frequency, provided that this
signal is more than B dB greater than signals within 500
MHz and 20 dB greater than other signals within the frequency range of the 53564 and 53568 Heads.
CW Algorithm
The CW algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the synthesizer deviation is measured as well as the IF deviation.
This is required to determine the synthesizer deviation
accurately, since the modulation sensitivity of the VCO is
not perfectly linear. The harmonic number N is then computed as follows:
Afrp
N:_

af"

The harmonic number is checked every ten gate times to
make sure it is correct.

Synthesizer
The divide-by-M frequency synthesizeris phase-locked
to the 10-MHz time baseof the 53454 mainframe. It operatesfrom 885.2to 1056 MHz. A two-modulus divider, controlled by the microprocessoraccording to the frequency
table storedin the ROM, setsthe frequencyas shown in Fig.
7. Each converterhead is coded so that when it is plugged
into the 5355A, the proper frequencytable is accessed.The
VCO stepsthrough the frequenciesin a nonlinear manner.
The minimum change is 400 kHz.
The VCO output is amplified and sent to the 5356A/B/C
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Fig. 6. CW measurement algorithm.
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fp

Unknown proscaler frequency Input

t.

Synthe3lzerfrequency

I,

Unknown RF hoad trequoncy lnput

lr

Down-conyertedlF(lntermodlatslrequoncy)

N

Harmonlc of t. that, mlxed wlth 1,, produces l|F

f-

Keyboard-onteredmanualfrequency

lF"

lF cGnler passband 157.5 to 330 mHz

ft

Value for tr from a syntheslzet table

fz

fr+2MHz

fg
frr

fr+4HHz
Down-converted lF when f. = f1

lrg

Oown-convorted lF when f. = f3

Head and to the phase-lockedloop buffer amplifier. This
signal is then divided by four and applied to the microprocessor-controlled+M two-modulus divider. The twomodulus divider permits the setting of frequencies other
than the normal integer values by switching 6"1u7ssn+40
and +41 division factors.The phasedetectorhasa reference
frequency input of 100 kHz derived from the 10-MHz
counter time base.
In the CW mode, the harmonic number is determinedby
applying the pseudorandom sequenceto the VCO input.
The pseudorandomrate is outside the loop bandwidth so
that the center frequency ofthe synthesizer is not perturbed.
A high-and-low-gain amplifier is used to optimize the system performance for both frequency measurement and N
determination. Low gain is used during harmonic number
determination so the maximum peak-tb-peak deviation is
obtained, while high gain is used during the frequency
measurementto obtain the best spectral purity'
Elliptical filtering is used to minimize the 100-kHz
sidebandsthat are causedby noise on the 100-kHzreference
signal feeding through and modulating the VCO. Another
operational amplifier is used to condition a tuning signal
that goes to a filter in the IF amplifier. This filter tracks the
synthesizer tuning and maintains the IF amplifier cutoff
frequency at about one-half the sampling frequency (synthesizer frequency) to minimize spurious responses'
Specialprecautionswere taken to reduce the power-line
sidebandsin the synthesizerspectum. It was necessaryto
wrap the elliptical filter inductor with a mu-metal shield
and place a sheetof transformersteel alongsidethe printed
circuit board casting to obtain the specified resolution.
lF Falter/Detector/Gate Generator
The various IF bands are determined by three analog
filters followed by level detectorsas shown in Fig. B' The
edges of the acquisition band have individual filters and
detectors,while the guard band is determinedby cascaded
high-passand low-passfilters followed by a single detector.
All filters are five-pole Chebyshev type and all detectors
consist of a low-barrier Schot&y diode and a capacitor.
The IF input is limited and has constantamplitude. The
detected level on each capacitor is compared to a reference
voltage by a high-speed voltage comparator,the output of
which gives a digital indication of the presenceof a signal
in the passbandof the associatedfilter. By designing the
filter so that the band edge frequency is several dB into the
filter's stopband, the exact cutoff frequency can be set by a
simple adjustment of the reference voltage. This allows
precise determination of the band edges without precision
trimming of the filters themselves. The outputs of the three
comparators are combined by logic that produces four data
lines from which the microprocessorcan determinewhen a
CW or pulse signal is present in the acquisition or guard
bands.
The detection scheme is fast enough to detect the presence of a valid IF signal from a single 60-ns wide burst. This
not only minimizes acquisition time in the pulse mode, but
also allows these samecircuits to be used for generation of a
signal to gate the 5345A for pulse measurements,When a
pulsed-RF signal is present in the passband of one of the
filters, the output of the associated comparator approxi.louRnnu9
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Fig. 7. The ff55r''s frequency
synthesizer generates the local
oscillator signal to down-convert
the input signal in the 5356AlBlC
Frequency Converter Head.

Microprocessor
Control
mates the modulation envelope of the input RF signal. By
using the comparator following the 78-to-37S-MHz
bandpassfilter, a gate will be obtained whenever there is a
countablesignal present.However, it is not desirableto use
this detected envelope directly as a gate. This is because
pulse modulators commonly introduce a significant
amount of phasedistortion in the processof turning the RF
signal on and off. Also, if the gatesignal is the samewidth as
the burst to be counted, the timing of the gate relative to the
burst becomes extremely critical. For these reasons it is
desirable to make the gate signal narrower than the burst to
be counted, thus avoiding miscounts due to both turn-on
and turn-off distortion and to incorrect alignment between
the gate and the RF burst. This is done by using a comparator in the detector that has two outputs, each with an
independent enable.One output is delayed and then used
to enablethe other output, thus causingthe leading edgeof
the second output to be delayed. However, when the RF
burst ends,both outputs return to the no-signal statesimultaneously.The result is a pulse on the secondoutput that is
narrower than the input pulse by the amount of the delay,
which in this caseis 30 ns. This output is translatedto the

proper levels and routed to the "gate out" connectoron the
5355A's rear panel. From there, it is connectedto the gate
control input on the 5345A using the cable supplied with
each 53554. The IF signal is internally routed to the 534bA
via a delay line of the proper length so that the gatepulse is
centeredin the IF burst at the 5345A's main gate flip-flop.
This timing relationship is shown in Fig. 9.
Front Panel
The 53554 has two inputs, one with a range of +00 to
1600 MHz, and the other for the removable high-frequency
RF head. A simple seven-pushbuttonkeyboard handles all
the measurementanddiagnosticfunctions. Most of the user
applications are handled by three of the keys. The two
right-hand keys determine a PULSEor CW measurement,
and the bottom key selectsthe appropriate input.
The four remaining keys are used for more sophisticated
measurements,such as manual or offset measurements.
These measurements require keyboard-entered frequencies. To enter a manual frequency, the gold MAN FREekey is
pushed to place the 53554 in gold data entry mode. In this
mode, the gold legendson the front panel apply. By using

HPR/IF (lnput Soloct)

q
ar-I

Fig.8. lF filter,detector,and gate
generation circuits.
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prove the resolution to 10 kHz. By frequency averaging,
resolution may be increasedto 100Hz, depending upon the
total measurementtime, as shown in Fig. 10,
Gating errors in the 5345A, described previously in the
calibration section, cause frequency errors inversely pro-

RF Burst

Comparator Output
-r-.

-

\

Enable lnout

An Automatic Microwave Frequency
Counter Test System to 40 GHz

Gate Output

Delayed RF Eurst

Fig. 9. 53554gatetiming.Thegatesignalls shorterthanthe
misdetectedRFpulseand centeredon it. Thiseliminates
countsdue to turn-onand turn-offdistortion.
the two keys labeled UP and Do\/N, the desired manual
frequency can be entered. For a manual measurementthe
frequency entered must be within 50 MHz of the input
frequency.Pushingthe gold key again restoresthe 5355A to
its previous measurementmode.
To enter an offset frequency, the blue OFFSETFREQkey is
pushed to place the 5355A in blue data entry mode. In this
mode, the blue legends apply. Using these keys, the sign,
mantissa,decimal point, and units of the offset frequency
can be entered. Pushing the blue key again restores the
5355A to its previousmeasurementmode.
Diagnosticsand special functions are engagedby pushing two keys simultaneously.Pushing CW and PULSEactivatesone of two specializedmeasurementmodes.When the
5355A is in CW mode, a long pseudorandomsequenceis
activated so that more FM can be tolerated at the input.
When the 5355A is in pulse mode, the calibration factor is
computed continuously (normally it is computed on only
the first ten measurements).
Pushing the blue and gold keys simultaneously engages
various diagnosticsand specializedmodes.Eachtime these
two keys are pushed, two digits centeredbetween equals
signs are displayed in the 5345A mainframefor one second.
The digits identify which mode is being activated.A total of
21 modes are available.Presently,17 have been assigned.
All of the front-panel functions are remotely programmable via the HP-IB.* The programming resemblespushbutton operation for all measurements,diagnostics, and
specialized modes. For data entry of manual and offset
frequencies,a floating-point input format is used.
Resolution and Accuracy
The resolution of a frequency measurementis directly
proportional to the gatetime. For example,a 1-ps gatetime
provides a resolution of t MHz. To improve the resolution
on CW or repetitive pulsed RF signals,frequencyaveraging
is used.Averaging improves the resolution by Vn where n
is the number of samplesaveraged.sFor a 1-ps externalgate
signal and a 5345A gatetime setting of 10 ms, 10aexternal
gates are required to complete one measurementand im-

by Larry L. Koepke
Testingthe 53434 MicrowaveFrequencyCounter,the 53554 Automatic FrequencyConverter,and the 5356fuB/C FrequencyConverter Heads for conformityto all of their specificationsover their
entirefrequencyrangesis nota trivialtask.To handlethisformidable
job, a special automatictest system had to be devised.Someof its
featuresare:
1. The softwareprogramsare structuredto allowthe operatorto run
a iull set of tests automatically(withoutoperator assistance),to
select a single test to run, or to select frequenciesand power
levelsmanually(see Fig. 1).
Special Function KeYs
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2. The system can make numerousrepetrtivefrequencymeasurements at different power levels automatically,freeing the test
technicianto alignand/orrepairinstruments
that havefailedthe
automatictests.
3. The system provides failure reports to help the test technician
locate instrumentfailures.
4. In the data log mode the system providesa printoutof the complete test.
5. The operatoris made awareof a failureor the end of a test by an
a u d i b l es i g n a l .
The MicrowaveCounterTest Systemis controlledby an HP 9825A
D e s k t o p C o m p u t e ru s i n g H P - l B - s i g n a l s o u r c e s ( H P 3 3 3 0 8 ,
HP8660C,HP 8672A)to derivethe frequenciesof 10 Hz to 40 GHz.
Frequencies
of 18.5GHz to 26.5 GHz are derivedby doublingthe
86724 frequenciesof 9.25 GHz to 13,25GHz. Freouencies
of 26.5
GHzto 40 GHz arederivedby quadruplingthe 86724frequencies
oi
6,625GHz to 10 GHz.
The systemis capableof supplyingCW or pulsedRFto the instruments under test. A 5359A Time Synthesizeris used to generate
pulsesto modulatethe CW signalgeneratoroutputs.HP 33311BiC
CoaxialSwitchesused for signalswitchingand an HP 8495K1O-dB
Step Attenuatorare controlledvia the HP-lB by three HP 59306A
HelayActuators.Two HP4364 PowerMeterscontrolledvia the HP-lB
yO
and one HP 432CPowerMetercontrolled
viaan HP98032A.16-brt
Interfacemakethe requiredpower measurements.Frequencymeasurementson the combined 53554 Converter(listenonly) and
53564/B/CHeadsare made by the 5345ACounterand outputvia the
HP-lBto the 98254 DesktopComputer.5343AMicrowaveFrequency
Counterfrequencymeasurements
areoutputdirectlyviathe HP-lBto
the 98254. A separateHP 980344 HP-lBl/O interfacewas used for

the instruments
undertest(53434or 53554),so thatan HP-lBfailure
in one of these instrumentswould not affect the system instruments
under HP-lBcontrol,which are on another980344 HP-lBl/O Interface. Fig,2 is the systemblock diagram.
The instrumenttest programs,associateddata files,and special
functionkeys are storedon the HP 9885M FlexibleDisc.Whenthe
systemis first poweredup the 98254 Computerautomaticallyloads
track 0, file 0; the Startprogramloadsthe specialfunctionkeysfrom
the flexibledisc and displayseFESS
s.F.KEyFoRoesrneo
unrr.The
operatorpressesthe specialfunctionkey on the gB25Acorresponding to the instrumentbeingtested,and the instrument
test program
selectedby the operatoris loadedfrom the 9885M FlexibleDisc into
the 9825A memory and executed from line 0. The operator now
answersquestionsasked by the 9825A:do you wishto data log?yes
or no; if yes enterthe date;enterthe instrumentserialnumber.The
completetest is then executed.
Larry L. Koepke
LarryKoepkehas been a test and electronictoolingtechnicianwith HP since
1959.Born in Rockford,lowa,he
learnedhiselectronics
inthe U.S.Army.
He assembledthe test system and
wrote the test programsfor the 53554
FrequencyConverter,the 5356A/B/C
Heads, and the 5343A l,4icrowave
Counter.A residentof San Jose,
California,Larryis married,has two
daughtersand onegrandson,and likes
to ride horsesand bicycles.
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10MHz

Self Check
The 5355A can perform six measurements, two using the
prescaler input and four using the RF head input. With the
prescaler, either pulse or CW mode can be selected. With
the RF head, pulse auto, CW auto, pulse manual, or CW
manual can be selectec.
The 6800 microprocessor executes these complex algorithms using 12K bytes of ROM and 1K bytes of RAM.
With the flexibility the microprocessor allows, it was easy
to implement special self-check routines that execute
whenever the instrument is turned on. In the 5355A, the
two RAM integrated circuits are verified for data-pattern
read/write and addressability. Then the two ROM integrated circuits are tested via a checksum. Following RAM
and ROM tests, the synthesizer is programmed to three
known frequencies and performs three 100-ps measurments to verify each setting. Should any of these power-on
tests fail, the operator gets a unique ten-second warning
display per failure. Thereafter, the 5355A will attempt to
follow the measurement algorithm specified by the user.
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Fig. 10. Gateerrorand resoluttonof frequencyaveragemea
surementsas a functionof gate width.
portional to external gate width. The calibration routine
improves the accuracy about one order of magnitude. The
residual gate error, shown in Fig. 10, is independent ofgate
time and may be decreasedto 3 kHz for external gate widths
from about 4prsto 100pts.Since the resolution ofthe calibration factor is not zero and secondary 5345A main gate errors
are present, 3 kHz is the accuracy limit. However, calibration is not used for external gate widths greater than 100ps,
so the accuracy is the same as the 5345A Counter in this
region.
Since no pulse burst standard exists, pulse accuracy measurements are made with a CW source with the mainframe
counter externally gated. Actual pulse measurements using
the test equipment described on page 11 typically are more
accurate than the specification. Fig. 11 shows the results of
typical pulse rneasurementson an 1B-GHz synthesizer as a
function of pulse width.
Pulse modulation of a source causesphase modulation of
the carrier, especially during the rise and fall times of the
pulse. This can be a result of direct FM or OM, AM-to-FM
conversion, or frequency pulling of the source. A video
signal (feedthrough of the pulse modulation) may also be
present along with the modulated carrier, further distorting
the waveshape. Although the 5355A's adaptive gate
generator removes about 15 ns from the leading and trailing
edges of the pulse, some phase modulation may remain,
especially for short pulses. Therefore, frequency accuracy
for burst measurements depends on input signal purity; any
phase perturbations that cannot be removed by the 53554
will cause errors.
A typical CW statistical measurement of a synthesized
1B-GHz source with the source and counter time bases tied
together using a L-s gate time had a standard deviation (one
sigma) of 0.52 Hz and a mean difference of -o.oe Hz for
1000 measurements.
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40-GHzFrequencyConverterHeads
by MohamedM. Sayed
HERE IS AN UPPER LIMIT to the frequencies at
which automatic microwave frequency measurements may be made simply by connecting a coaxial
cable between the source and the counter. This is because
14 newlen-pacKAnDJouRNALApRtL19go

the cable's losses are generally greater for higher frequencies, thus demanding more sensitivity from the counter,
while microwave counters becomeless and less sensitive at
higher frequencies. Thus a frequency is reached where not

choiceof tnputconnectorsand frequencyranges lor microwavefrequency counting up to 40 GHz.
enough signal reaches the counter to trigger it properly.
These conditions dictate using a waveguide instead of a
coaxial cable. However, waveguides are suitable only for
certain frequency bands, e.g., K-band (18-26.5 GHz) or
R-band (26.5-40 GHz). Moreover, they are expensive and
lack the mechanical flexibility of the coaxial cable.
Frequency Converter Heads Models 535OA/B/C,Fig. 1,
combine the convenience of coaxial cables with the broad
frequency band of a microwave counter (1.5-40 GHz), and
can be used for either CW or pulse measurements. These
heads convert microwave frequencies to intermediate frequencies (IF) using the sampling technique. The sampling
frequency input to the head and the IF output from it are
connected by a 1.68-metre cable to the 5355A Automatic
Frequency Converter (see article, page 3). The microwave
input frequency to the head is calculated from measurements of the IF and the answer is displayed on the 5345A
Counter (the 5355A is a plug-in for the 5345.A).The down-

Table1
FrequencyRangesand Connectorsof
Model5356A/B/CFrequencyConverterHeads
FREOUENCY HEAD

CONNECTOR

1.5-18 GHz

5356A

NO

7.5-26.5GHz
18-26.5 GHz

53568
53568 Opt. 001

SMA
Waveguide

5356C
5356C Opt. 001

[wR-42)
APC-3.5
Waveguide

1.5-40 GHz
26.5-40 GHz

(wR-28)

HEAD CODE

1
2
4
5

conversion is performed completely in the head and only
t h e I F i s . c o n n e c t e dt o t h e 5 3 5 5 A .
To cover the frequency band up to 40 GHz, four different
conrrectorsare available: N, SMA, APC-3.5 and waveguide.
Three models and two options are available to suit various
applications. Table 1 shows the frequency ranges of the five
heads.
The heads have male connectors because sources generally have female connectors. The 53564 has an N-type
connector and is useful up to 18 GHz. The 53568 has an
SMA connector, and can be used up to 26.5 GHz. To
strengthen the SMA male connector, a special collar was
designed to protect it. The collar also makes it easier for the
customer to connect it to the source. Some customers prefer
using a K-band waveguide from 1B to 26.5 GHz; the 53568
Option 001 has a WR-42 connector to meet this need. The
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',F ourput
1-528MHz
to 5355A Automatic
Frequency Converter
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lfifll.
E

( vco'lnpur
885.2-1056MHz
from 5355A

Fig.2. Simplified block dragram of the 5356AlBlC Frequency
Converter Heads.
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4O-GHzSynthesizer Tests Frequency
Converter Heads
by Mohamed M. Sayed

To test the accuracy of the 5356/5355system in CW and pulse
modes,a synthesizedsource is needed,especiallyto check for
+ 1-countaccuracywith a one-secondgate time. Both synthesizers
availableup to 1BGHz,and
are commerically
and pulsemodulators
these are used in the 5356/5355test system.To cover the 18-to26.5-GHzband, an amplifierand a K-banddoublerare used,The
inputfrequenciesto the doublerare 9 to 13.25GHz and the output
frequenciesare 1B to 26.5 GHz as shownin Fig. 1.
To 53568/C

m

)

trtffifl ?d "?@*EC']::'-T
-

g13.25cHz

APC-3.5 connector, which is mode-free to 34 GHz,1 is used
up to 40 GHz in the 5356C. The effect of this connector's
moding between 34 and 4O GHz is taken into account by
reducing the specified sensitivity by 5 dB in this region. A
special collar was designed for the APC-3.5 connector to
strengthen it and to protect it from damage. Waveguide
connector WR-28 is also offered, for customers using only
R-band (26.5 to ao GHz).
Frequency Converter Head Design
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the 5356A/B/C. The
input voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) frequency to the
5356A/BiC varies from 885.2 MHz to 1056 MHz and the
output IF to the 5355A varies from 1 MHz to 528 MHz. The
IF output is proportional to the RF input within the
5356A/B/C's dynamic range. All of the components in the
head are built in thin-film microcircuit configurations.
The coaxial assemblv shown in Fig. 2 is replaced by a
high-pass filter for the 5356A Option 001. Since the 5356/
5355 is a pulse counter, the input pulse may contain a video
signal. This signal may be so large that it overloads the
counter, especially since the IF gain is about B0 dB. To
attenuate such video signals, Model 5356,\ option 001 has a
high-pass filter between the input connector and the sampler. The filter's maximum insertion loss from 1.5 to 1B GHz

Fig. 1. Generationof an 1B1o-26.5-GHzsignal to fest lhe
53568lC Heads.
rangean R-banddoublercan be used,with
In the 26.5-to-40-GHz
operatingfrom 13.25to 20 GHz.Thismeans
the primarysynthesizer
and the amplifiermustalso
the pulsemodulator,
thatthe synthesizer,
operateup to 20 GHz. Sincemostof the instrumentsoperateonly up
would have been needed.
to 18 GHz, ma.lormodifications
Thesimplermethodthat is actuallyusedto generatea synthesized
signalto 40 GHz is to use an amplifierand two doublersin cascade.
and the second stage is
The first stage is an amplifier-doubler,
the pulsemodulator,and
anotherdoubler.The primarysynthesizer,
the amplilieroperatein the frequencyrange6.625to 10 GHz.Fig.2
showsa block diagramof the 26,5{o-40-GHzsynthesizer.

6.625-10GHz 13.2$20 GHz

ffi
TH
Fig. 2. Generationof a 26.5-to-40-GHzsignal to test the
JJJOU.
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Fig,3, Photoand schematicof the 5356418lCsamplerdriver.
L, is drive inductanceand C1 is tuning capacitance.L2' C2,
Lr, and C3form a matchingnetworkto match the impedance
seen al C, to 50Q.
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is 1 dB, and its minimum insertion loss below 100 MHz is
more than 35 dB.
The power amplifier is housed in a TO-B package using a
thin-film alumina substrate.It consists of two stages,a gain
stage and a power stage. The amplifier is driven to saturation so that its output is insensitive to input variations. The
IF amplifier is housed in a TO-12 package using a thin-film
sapphire substrate. It also consists of two stages.
The head casting consists of an upper half and a lower
half. The sampler and the two printed circuit boards are
mounted on the lower half. Heat sink materials are attached
to the upper half to dissipate the heat from the power
amplifier and the IF amplifier. There is also a heat sink on
the lower half for the power amplifier. As a result, the
temperature rise is less than 9'C. The heat sink materials
also serve as shock absorbersfor mechanical vibrations. The
casting is designed to accept the different input connectors:
N, SMA, APC-3.5, waveguide WR-42, and waveguide
WR-2S. The casting is also designed for improved EMI
(electromagnetic interference) performance. All of the parts
inside the head can be disassembled easily, using a screwdriver and an SMA wrench. As a result, the 5356A/B/C is
easy to troubleshoot.

SamplerDriver
The heart of the frequency converter head is the sampler
driver. Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram. The driver is built
in a coaxial package. The step-recovery diode has a very fast
rise time that generates a comb of harmonics of the VCO
frequency. One of the comb frequencies is heterodyned
with the input microwave frequency to produce an IF output in the proper range.
When time domain measurements were used to test the
sampler driver, the test parameters were very sensitive to
operator error and test equipment limitations. Therefore,
frequency domain measurements are used. Since a 1-to4O-GHz spectrum analyzer (without external mixer) wasn't
commercially available, an in-house 4O-GHz spectrum
analyzer was designed. Fig. a shows typical comb lines up
to 40 GHz for a 1-GHz VCO. A 4O-GHz test fixture was also
designed to test the driver and to adjust the tuning element
before sealing it. The input VCO frequency is varied from
BB5 MHz to 1056 MHz and the 3B comb lines are adjusted
to meet the required counter sensitivity. The input to the

ilicrostrip
Pulse
Input
from

Fig.5, 40-GHzsamplerused rn the 5356CHead is a thrn-film
hybrid circuit. R, and R2 are chosen to optimizebandwidth
and dynamic range.
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samplerdriver is almost constantsince the power amplifier
is working in the saturation region. Therefore,the comb
lines are insensitive to power arnplifier variations and
temperature.
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Sampler
Fig. 5 shows a schematicdiagram of the sampler.It consists of a thin-film hybrid mounted in an aluminum package. Two versions of the sampler are used. The 5356A/8
sampler is the same as the one in the 5343A Counterwithout the thin-film buffer amplifier.2'3'aThe 5356C o-GHz
sampler is the same basic design with slightly different
componentvalues.For the 5356C,R1 and R2are chosento
maximize the sampler's dynamic range up to 40 GHz.
In both versions of the sampler, two beam-lead
Schottky-barrierdiodes are placed on the hybrid acrossthe
slotted line. This type of diode provides a low, easily controlled inductance and is easy to mount on the thin-film
substrateby the thermocompressionbonding technique.
To work up to 40 GHz, the diodes are chosen for
minimum seriesresistance,junction capacitance,and stray
capacitance.The diode capacitanceis incorporated in a
low-passfilter that has a cutoff frequency of 41 GHz. The
circuit is optimized for low SWR up to 40 GHz using an
in-house OPSNAP computer program. Fig. 6 shows the
relative sampler conversion efficiency up to 40 GHz, and
Fig. 7 shows the return loss up to 40 GHz. Four experimental setupswere used for thesemeasurements:1.5-2.4GHz,
2-1.8GHz, 1B-26.5GHz and 26.5-4oGHz.
The sampler'sIF output is designedto be insensitiveto
samplerdriver variations.The minimum output from the
samplerdriver is enoughto drive the samplerinto saturation. Thereforethe IF output is alsoinsensitiveto temperature variations.
5355A Compatibility
The designgoal was to make any 5356A/B/Cwork with
any 5355A.The interfacebetweenthesetwo instrumentsis
analog,sincethe VCO signalcomesfrom the 5355Ato drive
the power amplifier in the 5356A/B/C,and the IF comes
from the 5356A/B/Cto drive the IF amplifier in the 5355A.
To guaranteecompietecompatibilitythe following condit i o n s w e r ee s t a b l i s h e d
to the
"r The IF output from the 5356A/B/Cis insensitive
level of the VCO input from the 5355A.The lowest VCO
input power level at any frequencyis sufficientto drive
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Fig,7. Returnioss o/ the 40 GHz sampler.
the power amplifier to saturation. Thus the output of the
sampler driver is insensitive to the 5355A VCO level.
r The IF output from the 5356A/B/C to the 5355A is sufficient to guarantee the minimum sensitivity of the combined system. The counter sensitivity is defined as the
5356A/B/C conversion efficiency (RF to IFJ plus the
5355A IF sensitivity. The 5355A IF sensitivityis adjusted
to meet the required specifications and the 53564/B/C
conversion efficiency is tested from 1.5 to 40 GHz to
assure that it meets the necessary levels.
m The input of the 53 55A is unconditionally stable so that it
will not oscillate with any 5356A/B/C.Also, the output of
the 5356A/B/Cis unconditionally stable with any 5355A.
This is especially important since the IF gain of the combined system can exceed B0 dB.

Sensitivity,Flatness,and Distortion
Since the 5356C is so broadband, there were tradeoffs to be made among sensitivity, frequency response flatness, and distortion caused by sampler overload. The bias
resistor R2 between the sampler IF output terminals (Fig. s)
was chosen to maximize the dynamic range of the combined sgs6C and 53554 up to 4o GHz.
Dynamic range is a function of frequency. For the 5356C
it ranges from -25 dBm to +5 dBm below 12.4 GHz and
from -20 dBm to +15 dBm aboveL2.4 GHz for full accuracy
(+1 count). However, the harmonic number is correctly
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MHz. Notethe higher sensitivityof the 5356C.

26 GHz -

34 GHz

the variation of the conversion efficiency with temperature.
A 53554 that has the lowest IF sensitivity within the
system specifications is used to test each 5356A/BiC.Fig. 10
shows the combined sensitivitv for CW and oulses.
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Fig, 9. Relativechange of 53564lBlC conversioneffiaency
withtemperature.ThelF is 100MHzand the VCO frequencyts
1055 MHz.
determined for a wider range of input signal levels: - 30 to
+B dBm below 12.4 GHz and -25 to *18 dBm above
12.4 GHz.
The dynamic range of the 5356,A,can be shifted by using
one of the HP 8493B-SeriesAttenuators to replace the coaxial assembly (seeFig. 2J.For example, the 84938 Option 010
will make the dynamic range -10 to +15 dBm instead of
-2O to +5 dBm, The damage level will change from *25
dBm to +33 dBm CW and *35 dBm pulse.
Fig. B shows the relative conversion efficiency of the
53564 up to 18 GHz, the 53568 up to 26.5 GHz, and the
5356C up to 40 GHz. These curves are for 25"C. Fig. 9 shows
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AutomaticFrequencyCounter
A 26.5-GHz
with EnhancedDynamicRange
A new samplerprovideshigherfrequencycoverageand
10 dB greatersensitivitythan previous designs.
by Ali Bologlu

IRECT-COUNTINC FREQUENCY COL]NTERS ATE
restricted by the speed of today's logic circuitry
t o m a x i m u m f r e q u e n c i e so f s o o M H z o r s o . C o n sequently, automatic microwave counters must employ
s o m e m e t h o d o f c l o w n - c o n v e r s i o nt o e x t e n d c o u n t i n g i n t o
the gigahertz range. Traditional techniques, such as the
transfer oscillator and heterodyne techniques, were
s u p p l e r n e n t e db y t h e h a r m o n i c h e t e r o d y n et e c h n i q u e w i t h
t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n o f t h e H P 5 3 4 2 . Ai n t h e s p r i n g o f 1 9 2 u . 1T h e
a d v e n t o f t h e m i c r o p r o c e s s o rm a d e t h i s t e c h n i q u e p o s s i b l e
along with a significant reduction in instrurnentcost.
A n e w m i c r o r , r ' a v ef r e q u e n c y c o u n t e r , M o d e l s g + g A ,
m a k e s i t s o w n c o n t r i b u t i o r . rb y e x t e n d i n g t h e f r e q u e n c y
range to 26.5GHz and improving sensitivity and dynamic
r a n g eb y a b o u t 1 0 d B a c r o s st h e b a n d . F u r t h e r m o r e ,f e a t u r e s
have been added, making the instrument more systemo r ie n t e c l .

to 300 MHz in 100-kHz steps. The offset oscillator frequency f, is maintained at f, - 500 kHz by a phase-locked
Ioop. When the IF detector indicates the presence of an
IF signal in the range of so MHz to 100 MHz the synthesizer
stops its sweep and the counter starts its determination of
the harmonic number N. The pseudorandom sequence output switches between the main oscillator and the offset
oscillator and between counters A and B. Counter A ac' he
c u m u l a t e s f y p , a n d c o u n t e r B a c c u m u l a t e s f 1 1 , 2T
pseudorandom sequence is then disabled, the main oscillator is selected and the frequency fr is measured by
counter A to the selected resolution. The pseudorandom
sequence prevents any coherence between the switching
rate of the multiplexer and the modulation rate of the I"M
that might be present on the input signal. Such coherence
might produce an incorrect computation of N. Finally, the
harmonic number and the sign of the IF are computed and
the input frequency f* is computed as follows:

System Architecture
The block diagrarn of the 53,13Ais very similar to that of
the 53424 (see reference 1). Besides software, the maior
changes are irr the sampler area, which will be dealt with in
detail later in this article. The operating algorithm is as
follows. The multiplexer selects the main oscillator output
and the rnain oscillator frequency f, is swept frorn 350 MHz

t* - Nfr
f*:

frr',

Nf, + f1p,

( fnz < frrr )
Ifrpz >frpt)

ftr, - frr''
\\'nere .\ - -1;-.1;
It has been shown2 that the length of the pseudsorandom
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Fig.1. Model 5343AMtcrowaveFrequencyCounterprovides
tn CW
high sensitivityand automaticamplitudediscilrnination
frequencymeasurementsto 26.5 GHz. Offsetsand scale fac
tors can be entered vra the front panel.
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sequence required to tolerate frequency modulation on the
input signal is given by the expression
, nl u2

o=u*
(#)

Thus to allow the counter to tolerate 10 MHz peak FM on
Pulse Input
from
Sampler
Driver

Thin Film
Amplifier

II

Sampler
-zlSubassembly

\

I

New SamplerlmprovesSensitivity

I

I

/l

the input signal with Af : 500 kHz, the P value should
exceed 25,600. Since P : Zm - 1 where m is the number of
shift register stages in the pseudorandorrr sequence
generator, a 1s-stageshift register would be needed to generate this sequence. It is obvious from the expression for P
that the more FM one wants to tolerate the longer the sequence has to be, which in turn affects the counter's measurement time.
The 5343A has three different sequencelengths of 22 ms,
360 ms, and 2.2 s. The corresponding FM deviations the
instrument tolerates in the automatic mode are 6 MHz, 20
MHz, and 50 MHz peak to peak, respectively. These limits
in fact only apply when the modulation rate is synchronous
with the pseudorandom sequence.Since the modulation in
microwave communication systems is usually either data
or voice, the probability of synchronization is very remore.
Consequently, although the deviation may be large, the
signals may often be measured by the 5343A using the short
sequence length, thereby making acquisition times faster.
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53434 sensitivity is shown in Fig. 2. The main contributor to this improved sensitivity is a new mrcrowave
sampler, which is the only microwave component in the
instrument. Operation of the sampler is similar to the sampler used in the 5342,A,,1
the main difference being the use of
a thin-film buffer amplifier to provide a better impedance
match between the output of the sampler and the first IF.
In this sampler structure (Fig. 3), the sampling pulse
couples to the slotted line through a microstrip balun that
generates two opposite-polarity pulses to drive the sampling diodes. The down-converted signal is taken from two
isolated resistors to the second substrate in the structure,
which is the buffer amplifier. Resistors across the slot are
used to absorb secondary reflections introduced by the
sampling pulse. The input structure forms the essenceof a
low-pass filter with an effective cut-off greater than 26.5
GHz. This structure provides an input return loss as shown
in Fig. 4.

150d)
100f,t

Fig. 3. Ihe pilncipal design contributionrn the 53434 Micrcwave Counter is this new sampler, a refined version of
previous designs. A thinJilm buffer amplifier improves the
tmpedancematch betweenthe sampleroutputand the tirstlF
amplifier.

The 53434 has two inputs, one going from 10 Hz to E2O
MHz and the other from 500 MHz to 26.5 GHz. The righthand side of the front panel deals with input signal channel
selection and sample rate control of the measurement. The
left-hand side ofthe front panel enables the user to do data
manipulation by keyboard control of the processor.Instructions for doing this are on a label that is affixed to the
instrument top.
The panel layout is in algebraic notation, thereby making
panel operation closely resemble remote programming via
the HP Interface Bus (HP-IB * ). When the instrument powers
up it is in the auto mode with 1-Hz resolution. As the user
selects other resolutions, insignificant zeros are truncated.
Display digits are in groups of three to facilitate reading.
In case the user wants to bypass the acquisition cycle of
the algorithm, a manual mode of operation is available. In
this mode the user should know the unknown frequency
within 50 MHz and enter it via the keyboard. The counter
then acts like a receiver making frequency measurements.
Offsets can be specified from the front panel. Any fre* C o m p ab
t i e w r t hA N S I rE E E4 8 8
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quency offset can either be subtracted from or added to the
measured frequency. In the auto offset mode of operation
the counter holds the initial measurement and then displays all succeeding measurements as deviations about the
initial reading. Frequency readings may also be multiplied
by integers and offsets then added to the product, in effect
solving the equation
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MicrowaveCounterMeasurements
by Richard F. Schneider

OR CONVENTIONAL PULSE RADARS, the major
parametersthat must be measured are the average
burst frequency, the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF), the pulse repetition period (PRP), the pulse repetition interval (PRI), and the pulse width. These measurements are automatically made by connecting the equipment
as shown in Fig. 1. To measure the averageburst frequency,
the user need only assure that the peak pulse power is
within the counter system specifications. Usually a test port
is available in the form of a directional coupler built into the
radar system, or a test horn can be connected to the 53564/
B/C Head for measurements after the radar system has been
"buttoned up", such as on the flight line. Since the gating
signal for the 53454 Counter is generated by the 535SA
Converter, no auxiliary equipment is required. This gate
signal, as described in the article on page 3, is about 30 ns
shorter than the RF burst to avoid turn-on and turn-off
transients. The measurement is made by selecting the
plug-in and external gate functions of the 5345A Counter
and the pulse mode of the 53554 Converter. The average
burst frequency is then displayed on the 5345A Counter.

-UGate

Pulse
Out

Control

Oscilloscope

o-1 r-

l

Ext
Trig

-'.oN
-l

l*

As Narrow
as 20 ns

Fig, 2, fest setup for frequency profiling of an RF burst.
Since the IF is limited before detection, pulse width measurement accuracy is dependent on the rise time and the
pulse width. For slow rise times, the pulse out (and the
measured width) will probably be longer than the width
defined by the time interval between actual 50% points,
while for fast rise times it will be within 3% of the actual
pulse width. This occurs since the pulse out signal starts
and stops when the input RF level exceeds the system
sensitivity. Jitter can also occur in the pulse width measurement if the pulse modulation is not coherent with the
carrier. This can cause the IF envelope to vary by one period
of the IF, or in the worst case,as much as +10 ns. However,
this jitter is automatically averaged out if time interval
averaging is used.

,r/

(Ir
5356A/B/C
Frequency Converter Head

Fig. 1. fest setup for conventionalradar measurements(average burst frequency, pulse repetition frequency, pulse
repetttionperiod, pulse repetition interval, pulse width).
Since the IF is detected in the 5355A Converter plug-in
and is available on the rear panel PULSEOUT connector, this
signal can be used to make the other measurements. PRF is
measured by setting the 5345A Counter function switch to
FREQA after adjusting Channel A to the proper levels. PRP
is measured by simply setting the 5345A Counter function
switch to PERIODA. Pulse width is measured by setting the
function switch to TIME INT A To B, the input to CoMMoN,
channel A slope to -, and channel B slope to +. PRI is
measured by reversing the A and B channel slope polarities.

FrequencyProfilingand CW Measurements
Frequency profiling of an RF burst is done using a time
synthesizer such as the HP 5359A, as shown in Fig. 2. Here
the 5359A Time Synthesizer is triggered by the pulse output signal from the 5355A Converter plug-in. The 5359A's
delayed output pulse, a -1.0-volt signal, is used to enable
the 53454 Counter's gate control input. The width of this
external gate signal determines the gate time of the 5345A.
The delay is incremented after each measurement so that
measurements are made at successively later times within
the RF burst. Fig. 3 shows the frequency profile and spectrum of a 250-ns wide chirp pulse. The chirp has a
bandwidth of 200 MHz; it was generated by ramping a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCOJ and synchronously
pulse modulating its output. For chirp radar applications,
the linearity of the ramp is paramount, while Doppler
radars require minimal FM on the burst. These measurements can be made to IOO-Hz resolution with external gates
as narrow as 20 ns.
For CW measurements, such as on a CW radar, a STALO
(stabilized local oscillatorJ, or a COHO (coherent oscillator),
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Fig, 3. Frequency profile and spectrum of a 250-ns chirp
pulse.Profilecan be measuredusing a 20-ns gate.
frequencies are measured to 1-Hz resolution in one second.
Also, the average frequency of a fully loaded microwave
carrier with traffic can be measured, since the counter system's specified FM tolerance is 15 MHz p-p (80 MHz p-p in
the special FM mode).

VCOMeasurements
Transient measurementsneeded to evaluate a VCO are
settling time and post-tuning drift, as shown in Fig. 4. The
settling time is the time (t"j required for the output frequency to enter and stay within a specified error band
(*f"t) centeredaround a referencefrequency (fl after application of a set input voltage. Post-tuning drift is the maximum changein frequency (tfota) during the time interval
t1 to t2, where t1 is a specified-timeafterto, the start of the
step input voltage.Thesemeasurementsmay be madewith
the equipmentshown in Fig. 5.
In this measurement,the tuning voltage pulse generator
is set to the necessarystep voltagelevels to drive the VCO.
This generator also provides an external trigger to the
5359A Time Synthesizer,which synchronizesthe 5345A
Counterby generatinga gatecontrol input signal. The time
(t ) that it takes the VCO to reach the referencefrequency is
then set into the time synthesizeras a delay, and the width
of the synthesizeroutput pulse is set to an appropriategate
width for the measurement.Then selectingthe automaticor
manual pulse mode of the 5355A Converterplug-in causes
the counter to display the VCO referencefrequency.
The start of the reference frequency step may also be
24 nrwrrrr-pncKARDJouRNALApRIL19Bo
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neededto evaluatea
Fig. 4. Transientmeasurements
voltage-controlled
oscillator(VCO)aresettlingtimeand posttuningdrift.
observedby steppingthe time synthesizerdelayby one-half
the step generator period. In this manner, the absolute
levels of the VCO step generatormay be adjustedto set the
initial and final referencefrequencies.Next, the delay is
decreaseduntil the displayed counter frequency exceeds
the specified error band (+fr,). This delay defines the settling time. In a similar manner,the post-tuning drift may be
measuredby observingthe changein frequencyfrom delay
time t1 to time t2. In both measurements,changes of frequency may be easily observedby setting the counter to
Gate
Control

Fig. 5. fesl setup tor VCO measurementsshown in Fig. 4

I

a
o
c
o
3
E
o
L

l(x)o

Time(ns)
on a VCO.
Fig.6. Sett/ing
timemeasurement

display deviations from the reference frequency. This is
done by subtracting the referencefrequency by entering the
last measurementinto the 5355A Converteras a frequency
offset.
For largefrequencysteps,the 5355A Converterwill have
to reacquirethe signal when changingfrom the initial to the
final frequencies.This can be prevented if the initial and
final frequenciesfall within the 53554 IF bandwidth for
two harmonics of the 5355A synthesizerfrequency that is
used to down-convertthe microwave input signal (seearticle, page3). For instance,if the VCO is steppedfrom B to 12
GHz,a synthesizerfrequencymay be found to satisfyboth of

thesefrequencies.By using the 535SA'sdiagnosticmode 9,
the synthesizerfrequency may be set to 1025.2MHz. The
8th harmonic is 8201.6MHz, and the IF frequencyis 201.6
MHz. The 12th harmonic is L2.3O24GHz and the IF frequency is 302.4MHz, which is still within the limits of the
IF bandwidth. The actual IF can be observedin diagnostic
mode 10.
By adjusting the synthesizerfrequency and the initial or
final VCO frequency,it is possibleto nearly centerboth IFs
so maximum deviationscan be measured.It is possiblethen
to observe frequency transients whose excursions are less
than one-half the IF bandwidth. The size of the step from
initial to final VCO frequenciesis ultimately limited by the
bandwidth of the 5356A/B/CFrequency Converter Head
being used.
A settling time measurementof a VCO is shown in Fig. 6.
Fully automaticmeasurementscan be configured using the
HP-IB to control the time synthesizer (delay generator),
plotter, tuning voltage pulser, and digital voltmeter. Other
VCO measurements,such asfrequencyaccuracy,frequency
range, frequency linearity, pushing and pulling factors,
modulation sensitivity, hysteresis,and warm-up frequency
drift may be easily made in the CW mode.
CORRECTION
Here is the captionthat was missrngfrom page 31 of our l\y'archssue.

Fig.7. Calibration oscillator. The LC tank circuit alternately
turnsoff each transistorsothe output power is restrictedto lo2R14
loand R were chosen to make this equal to -10 dBm.

Loborotory Notebook
A FlexibleSoftwareDevelopmentTechnique
A common problem in the development of microprocessorbased instruments is thot there comes o tim e when the softwore hcs
to be committed to firmware in the form of read-only memories
iROMsJ. Generoily the softwarc development engineer deloys
committing to mosked ROMs os long os possible to ovoid the costly
mosk chonges thot would be required should "bugs" or necessory
modi/icotions oppeor in the future. The softwarc development
technique used for the 5355,4 Automotic Frequency Converter (see
article, page 3) is /.lexible enough to allow an early commitment to
ROMs without beingpenolized for chonges .loter on. This technique
con be used in ony instrument where the ROMs ore not coded tofull
capacity.
The technique olso o/fers odvontoges once the instrument is in
production. Generolly, it is possib.le to impiement a relatively
complex softwore modificotion by chonging one correction ROM
insteod of oll ROMs. If the correction ROM con be reploced with on
EROM (erosoble ROM), then the production chonge con be implemented without incurring o long leod time for o new mosked
ROM.

To expioin the technique, the 53554 con be used os o cose
history. Approximoteiy
one yeat before product re.leose, it wos
evident thot it would toke 9K to T0Kbytes of microcode to complete
the 5355A. Our microprocessor boord hod two 24-pin sockets to
occommodote ROMs. With the ROMs ovoilobli ot the time, the
microcode could hove been progrommed into SKxB and 2Kx8
ROMs, thusfilling up both ROMs. Foro slight incrementol cost, the
2Kx8 ROM wos repioced with a 4KxB ROM, moking the totol
avoi.loble microcode space 72K bytes. The extra 2K bytes of ROM
become voluoble spoce to occommodote corrections /or the 8K x8
ROM microcode.
Unlike the 4KxB ROM, the 8K x8 ROM could not be simuloted
with o single pin-for-pin-compotib.le EROM . It was theref ore necessory to order o mosked ROM eight months before product releose.
In onticipotion of future microcode corrections, any software
routine lorger thon 25O bytes wos portitioned into relocotob.le sectors with coding toking up 25O bytes or .less.
To moke o sector relocotob]e, one or more jump instructions were
required. The jump instructions have a fixed locotion within the
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4Kx8 oddressspoce.Thus,whenevero correctionond/ormodificotion wosneeded,the operondoddresscodeofthe oppropriotejump
instructions wos chonged from one pointing to the 8K x8 ROM to
onepointing to someunusedoddressspocewithin the4KxS EflOM
fsee exomple in Figs. 7 and 2 on ]ine 15.).I/ necessory, an entire
sector con be redone. On the averoge,however, o correction wil] be
needed half-woy into o sector. Following the corrected code, an
extrojump instruction is odded to get bock to the usobleport of the
sector in the origino.l 8K x8 ROM fsee Fig. 2 line 24). Assuming 2K
bytes of correction spaceond 2\O-byte relocotoble sectors,one con
expect 16 conections (725 bles on the overage)beforethe memory
is filled. In the cose of the 53554, mony routines were much
smoller than 25O bytes. Therefore, the 2K-byte correction space
wos odequotefor more thon 16 corrections.
With this technique only one yersion of the 8Kx8 maskedROM
wosneeded.When the time cometo producethe instrum ent,the4K
bytesof software code cou.ldbe implemented ond shipped in either
a 4Kx8 EffOM or a 4KxB ROM. The choice between the two wos
determined by 1) how "final" the software appeared,to be, and 2)
the cost tradeoff betweenthe higher EROM unit price and the mosk
charge of the ROM. For the 53554, the breok-evenpoint between
EROMs ond ROMs wos one production run. It wos therefore decided to build thelirst two production runs initioily with EROMs.
Mqsked ROMs were ordered with sufficient leod time to allow a
Iost-minutereplocementbeforeshipping the instruments.

Should softwarebugs be discoveredin the /uture, a new 4Kx8
ROM wou.ldbe ordered. In the event thot the 4K x8 flOM runs out of
correction space, then the complete set of ROMs will be required.
At that time, it willbebeneficiol to cleonout the correctionspacein
the aK ROM by chongingthe jump operond oddressesback to the
8K ROM.Note that the exomplein Fig. 2 has beenomply onnotated
so thot o correction con be spotted eosi.ly.Removing the specio.l
corrections months or years loter is therefore o simpie tosk.
Figs. 1 ond 2 show on exomple of a corcection in 6800 microprocessorcode. The 4KxB correctionEROM is ossignedoddresses
S5000to $SFFFond the 8K ROM is ossignedoddresses96000 to
$7FFF. Note thot the correction penalty here is 72 bytes in the
4K xB EROMplusoboutfive microsecondsfor the jump instruction
ot the end of the corcection.Redoing the entire routine would hove
required 26 bytes'
-Ronold E. Felsenstein
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Correction ROM
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Firm ROM

Foutine Call

Correction ROM
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(a)
0 00 l
0002
0003
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0005
0 00 6
0007
0009
0009
0 0 t0
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0012
0013
00ta
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.
I
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0t60
5080

Firm ROM

FILE

rAiE!

AREA

00t6
0 0 t2
00ta
00t9
0020

POCKET CTLCULATOI

SUBRoUTIHE CALLT
JSR CTRCLE
EHTFY REOUIR€rEllSr
RTDIUS IIITItLIZED
€XtT SltTUSr
XX RECISTER CoilAlts
RESULT

RADIUS
PT

EOU
EOU

0001
0002
0003
0004
000J
0006
0007
0008
0009
0 0 r0
0 0 tI
0 0 r2
0013
0 0 1{
00t5

'160
'6080

RADTUg VtRttBLE
NAi ADDRESS
PI CONS'ANT ROi CODRESS

002r
0022

Saal
54.1r ?E
5aa2 73
5t43
2a

0015
0 0 t 7 7324
0 0 t a 7328 AD
7329 30
73?A 2l
0 0 t 9 7324 CE
732C 01
732D 60
0 0 2 0 732E 8D
?32F 50
7330 00
0021 733r AD
7332 50
7333 00
0022 7 3 3 { E D
7335 50
7336 15
0 0 2 3 7337 CE
7J38 50
7339 80
0 0 ? { 7334 AD
7338 00
o 0 2 5 733D 9D
?33E 50
7!3F
|5
0 0 2 6 7340 39
0027 734r

CIRCLE

ORC
Jf,P

'5'{I
S'ARI

FIXEO AODREgS UITHTN 'K

BYTE EROI

0023
002a

S?ARI

ORG
JSR

T?32A
FCLR

ADDRESSIITNIN 8X SYTE ROI
CLETR tLL iETH REGISTERS

LDX

IRADIUS

JSR

FRCL

XX€RADIUS

JsR

FRCL

XX€RADIU9,

JSR

FIULT

XX€RADIUS*RAOIU9

LDX

IPI

JgR

FFCL

XX+PL

JSR

FNUIT

XX€PITRADIUS*RIOIUS

0025
0t25
0027
0028
0029
0030

YY<RADIUS

003r
0032

RTS
END

YY<RADIUSiRAOIUS

ll-13-79

FILE tArE:

CIRC;F

C I R C U f r F E R E NO
CF
E C I R C L EC A L C U L T T I O N
U S E Si A T H P A C ( S I N I L A R T O N . P P O C X E TC A L C U L A T O R
S U B R o U T I f ,C
EALLr JSR CIRCLE
E X r R Y R E I U I P € i E X T S : R A O I U SI X I T I A L I 2 € 0
EXII STATUS: XX REGISTER
C O X T A I N SR € S U L ]
0t60
5080
5{al
Saal
3112
5 aa 3

7E
5a

RADIUS
PI

€ou
€ou

tr60
16080

RAOIUS VARIAALE RAi ADDR€SS
Pt DOTSIANT ROI TODRESS

DRG
JIP

t5a4t
START

FIXEO ADOEESS IIIXIN

CIRCLE

+CCCCCcDUC
5a50
5850
5A5l
5832
5453
5894
5855
5856
5457
5458
5459
5a5t
5058
5a5C

BD STNRT
50
21
86
02
9?
20

15850
FCLR

AVAILAEL€
ELEAT tLL

4X EROil
ADORESS UIIHII
NAIH REGTSTERS

LOA A T?
SIA

A TI

xx(?

LDX

IRAOTUS

JrP

a733t

0l
JIJiP

TO USASLE SECTIOT

OF AX ROi

?3
3l
iDCDCCCCTC

?331
7331 AO
7332 50
7333 00
7334 ao
7335 50
7335 i 5
7337 CE
7338 50
7339 80
733t
BD

7333
733C
7330
733E
?33F
003a 7340
0 0 3 3 7341

8YT€ EROI

cccctcccctcc

STARI CORRECTION

DRU
JSR

'X

50
00
8D
50
|5
39

EHD

ccDccccccucc

CDRREIT IOil

oRc
JSR

t7331
FRCL

ADDRESSOF UNCORRECTED
CODE
XX€RAD
I US, YY+z

JSR

FiULT

Xx€2*RADruS

LOX

IPI

JSR

FRCL

IX(PI,

JSR

FNUL1

xx(2*P I *RAOIUS

eTs
ETD

YY(2*PAOIUS

RETUR{:EtD 0F RoUTIXE

RETURT! EaO OF ROUTINE

(b)

(b)
Fig.1. (a) Relationshipof the correctionROM to the firm ROM
for routines that have not been corrected. (b) An example in
6800 microcode.
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Fig. 2. (a) Relati onship of the correction ROM to the fi rm ROM
for a routine that has been corrected. (b) 6800 micrccode
example.

SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model5355AAutomaticFrequencyConverterand
HP Models5356A/B/C
FrequencyConverterHeads
lnput Specifications
CW and PulseModes

SENSITIVITY:
1 . 5 - 1 2 .G
4H z
1 2 . 4 - 1 8G H z
1 8 - 2 6 . 5G H z
26.5-34GHz
34-40 GHz

53564

$564

-20 dBm
15dBm

-20 dBm
15dBm
1 5d B m

DYNAMICRANGE:
1.5-12.4
GHz
25 dB
1 2 . 4 - 1 8G H z
20 dB
1 8 - 2 6 . 5G H z
26.5-34GHz
34-40GHz
DAMAGE LEVEL: + 2 5 d B m
peak

+5 dBm
+5 dBm
+5 dBm

+5 dBm

25 dB
20 dB
20 dB

20 dB

+25 dBm
peak

+25 dBm
peak

50O nominal 50O nominal

SWR (TYPICAL):
'-2:1
1.5-10
GHz
<3:1
1 0 - 1 8G H z
1 8 - 2 6 . 5G H z
26.5-34GHz
34-40GHz
CONNECTOB:

1 5d B m

sl56c
opr. 001

5356C

25 dBm
-20 dBm
-20 dBm
15dBm
10dBm

MAXIMUMINPUT:
1.5-12.4
15 dBm
GHz
1 2 . 4 - 1 8G H z
+5 dBm
1 8 - 2 6 . 5G H z
26.5-40GHz

IMPEDANCE:

53568
Opt. 001

N Male

.-211
<3:1
< 3 :l

General

+5 dBm
+ ' 1 5d B m
+ 1 5d B m
+ 1 5d B m

+ 1 5d B m

30 dB
35 dB
35 dB
30 dB
25 dB

30 dB
25 dB

+25 dBm
peak

+25 dBm
peaK

50O nominal

<3:l

SMA Male
with collar

1 5d B m
10dBm

WG
WR-42

<2:1
<3:1
<3:1
<3:1
<5:1

S!55A 0.4-1.6GHz Input:
S E N S I T I V I T Y :1 5 d B m .
M A X I M U MI N P U T :+ 5 d B m .
DYNAMICRANGE:20 dBm.
DAMAGELEVEL:+24 dBm (Fusein BNC Connector).
IMPEDANCE:50O nominal.
SWR: <2.5: 1 typical.
CONNECTOR:BNC.
53564 OPTION (X)1HIGH-PASS FILTER:
INSERTION
L O S S :< 1 d B f r o m 1 . 5t o 1 8 c H z .
INSERTIONLOSS BELOW 100 MHz: >35 dB.

<3r1
<5:1

APC-3.5Male WG
with collar
WR-28

lF OUT: Downconvertedsignalin rangeof 80-375MHz availableat 5355rearpanellF OUT
connctor. 0 dBm nominallevel.
GATE OUT: 0 to 1 volt detectedlF signalusedto drive5345Aexternalgatecontrolinput.
Width ol gate out is approximately30 ns less than rf burst width.
PULSE OUT: DetectedlF signal:TTL levels;TTL low indicatessignalpresent;+ 1 to 0V
typicalinto 50O.
OPERATINGTEMPERATURE:0'to 55'C.
WEIGHT;
53554: 3.75 kg (8 lb, 4 oz) net.
53564,/B/C:
0.54 kg (1 lb, 3 oz) net.
5356A/B/CDIMENSIONS:27.4mm x 138 mm x 56.5 mm (1.08 x 5.43 x 2.23in). Cable
lenglh:1.68 metres(66 in).
PRICES lN U.S.A.: 53554 AutomaticFrequencyConverterPlug-ln (HP-lB Standard),
$4150.
5356A 18 GHz FrequencyConverterHead,$1300.
Option001 High Pass Filter,add $125.
53568 26.5 GHz FrsquencyConverterHead,$1800.
Option001 18-26.5GHz WaveguideInput,add $600.
5356C 40 GHz FrequencyConverter Head, $2400.
Option00'126.5-40GHz Waveguidelnput,add $500.
5345A ElectronicCounter,$490C
Option011 HP-lB,add $800.
TriggerLevel),add $1450.
Option012 HP-IB(includesProgrammable
MANUFACTUAINGDIVISION:SANTACLARADIVISION
5301 StevensCreekBoulevard
SantaClara,California95050U.S.A.

Operating Mode Specifications
CW Mode

FM TOLEBANCE:

{

,

5356A/BInput
Auto Mode

5356A/8 Input
Man Mod€

5355A
0.4-1.6GHz Inpul

5356C Input
Aulo Mode

5356C Input
Man Mode

15 MHz p-p
(60 MHz p-p in specialFM
mode).Rate:dc-10 MHz

80 MHz p-p
Rate;dc-l0 MHz

Instantaneous
frequencymust
not exceed0.4-1.6GHz
range.

60 MHz p-p
Rate:dc-10 MHz

80 MHz p-p
Flate:dc-10MHz

AM TOLEFANCET

Any modulationindex providedthe minimumsignallevelis greaterthan the countersensitivity

MULTIPLESIGNAL
DISCRIMINATION:
(typical)

(AAD).
AutomaticAmplitudeDiscrimination
Automatically
measureslargestsignalprovided
signalis 8 dB (typical)greaterthan any signal
within500 MHz and 20 dB (typical)greaterthan
a n y s r g n aol v e rr a n g e1 . 5 - 2 6 . 5
GHz.

It
ACQUISITIONTIME:
(typical)
MEASUREMENTTIME:

400 ms
( 1.1 s in specialFM mode)

Acquisitiontime + 4 x 53454 Gate Time
+ 5345ASampleRate + 125 ms (Gate
T i m e< 1 0 0 m s )
Acquisitiontime + 5345AGate Time
+5345A SampleRate + 35 ms
(GateTime >1 s)

ACCURACY:
(atter1 minutewarmup)

<1 ms (Freq >800 MHz)
53454 Gate Time + 45 ms
(Freq <800 MHz)
Acquisitiontime
+5345A Gate Time
+5345A SampleRate
+35 ms

1Hz
5345A Gafe Ttrre

LSO DISPLAYED:
RESOLUTION:

15ms

8 dB within500 MHz range,
2 0 d B w i t h i n1 . 5 - 2 6 . G
5 Hz,
'15
dB within26.5-40GHz
(Option001: 20 dB within
26.5-40GHz)

t2xLSD t 1x10

10

r m sx F r e q
1 2 x L S D t 1 x 1 O 1 0 r m sr F r e q
r Time Base Erro. x Freq

t5 x LSD
t5 x LSD
r Time Base Error x Freq

1 . 4s
(Option001: 1.1 s)

8 dB within5O0MHz range

15ms

Gate Time <100 ms: Acquisitiontime + 4xGate Time
+ 53454 SampleRate + 125 ms
Gate Time>100 ms: Acquisitiontime + 53454 Gate Time
+5345A SampleRate + 35 ms
1Hz
53454 Gate Time
1o
a2xLSDa 1r10
rmsx Freq
Resolution1 Time Base Error x Freq

TA C K A R D
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Pulse Mode

FM TOLERANCE:
(typical)
ACOUISITIONTIME:
(typical)

5il56A,/B Inpui
Aulo Mod.

53564'/E Input
t.n Mode

5!t554*
0.{-1,6 GHz lnpul

5356CInput
Auto f,o(b

6&tOCInpul
llan llod.

50 MHz trp chirp

80 MHz pp chirp

Instantaneousf requencymust
nol excssd 0.4-1.6 GHz
Enge

50 MHz p-p chirp

80 MHztrp chirp

0

0 (Freq. >8O0 MHz)

Eld. Gate <100 rls:
I (Oplion 001: 7)/PRF
+1.55 s{Option 001: 1.25s)
+100 r.s/(Ext. Gate widlh
X PRF)
Ext. Gate >100 ps:
10 (Option001:g)/PRF
+ 1 . 5 5s
(OptionOOi: 1.25s)

0

100 ps
Ext. Gats Width x PRF
+650 ms (Exl. Gate <100 ps)

5345A Gate Time
Exl. Gate Width x PBF
+45 ms (Froq <8O0 MHz)

pfi;*u*r"
(Ext. Gale >100 ps)
TIME:

IIEASUREMENT TIIIE:
(typical)

53454 Gat6 Time
' '- "'"
Ext. Gate Width x PRF
Porlormed during 10 consecutive measuremenlswhen pulse mode is selectsd, aftor any front panel change, or when the exlernal gate width
changes by more than 'l2o/..Only €librates if external gate is < t00 ps

Acquisition l'ime
+Calibralion Time
+5345A Sample Fate
53454 Gate Time or 100 pst
+
Ext. Gate Width x PRF
+100 ms

AcquisitionTime + CalibrationTime
+5345A Sample Rate
1&'
*
Ext. Gate Width x PBF
53454 Gale Time
+Ext. Gate Width x PRF
+60 ms

fwhichever is greater

AcquisilionTime
+Calibration Time
+5345A Sample Rate
+100 ms
Gate Time or 100 psl
',5345A
Ext. ca{r wdth t PRF

I
|

AcquisitionTime
+Cati*ation rime
+53454 Sample Rate
+60 ms
+(1 ps + ,Cate Time)
Ext. Gate Wdlh x PRF

twhichever is greater

'100ns
20 ms
PULSE REPETITIONFREOUENCY
MINIMUM:
MAXIMUM:

60 ns
20 ms

50 Hz
2MHz

50 Hz
2MHz

ilrNriltuil ot{/oFF RATto:
IIAXIMUMVIDEO FEEDTHROUGH:
HIMMUM EXT. GATE WIDTH:
(534sA)

100 Hz
2MHz

50 Hz
2MHz

25 dB typical

25 dB typical

15 mV pp typical for RF burst rise and fall times >10 ns

15 mV p-p typical for RF burst rise and tall times >10 ns

20ns

60 ns

LSD DISPLAYED:

|

40ns

60 ns

1Hz
5345A Gate Tme

20 ns
lHz
e345A Gate Time

FESOLUTION:

!2 x LSO i rms jitter'

!10 x LSD
15 x rms jitter '

2 x LSD 1 rms jitter '

ACCUFAGY:
(atte|I minute warmup)

a2 x LSD r rms jitter'

r'!6 x LSD
!5 x rms iitter'
.08
Ext. Gate Width
!24 kHz
a Time Base Error x Freq

12 x LSD t rms jitter '
aTime Base Error x Freq t3 kHz
'04
Ext. Gate width

'E;[G;reffirh*3kH'
rTime Base Error x Freq

'rms jiner : (S45A Gate Time x Ext. Gate Width)-h +1OOHz
"Specificalions apply only to external gating of 5345/5355.
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